Quality product descriptions are critical for providing competitive customer experience in an e-commerce platform. An accurate and attractive description not only helps customers make an informed decision but also improves the likelihood of purchase. However, crafting a successful product description is tedious and highly time-consuming. Due to its importance, automating the product description generation has attracted considerable interest from both research and industrial communities. Existing methods mainly use templates or statistical methods, and their performance could be rather limited. In this paper, we explore a new way to generate personalized product descriptions by combining the power of neural networks and knowledge base. Specifically, we propose a KnOwledge Based pErsonalized (or KOBE) product description generation model in the context of e-commerce. In KOBE, we extend the encoder-decoder framework, the Transformer, to a sequence modeling formulation using self-attention. In order to make the description both informative and personalized, KOBE considers a variety of important factors during text generation, including product aspects, user categories, and knowledge base. Experiments on real-world datasets demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms the baseline on various metrics. 1 KOBE can achieve an improvement of 9.7% over state-of-the-arts in terms of BLEU. We also present several case studies as the anecdotal evidence to further prove the effectiveness of the proposed approach. The framework has been deployed in Taobao, 2 the largest online e-commerce platform in China.
INTRODUCTION
In e-commerce, product recommendation which aims at surfacing to users the right content at the right time [5] plays an important role in providing a superior shopping experience to customers. One of the biggest challenges is to timely understand customers' intentions, help them find what they are looking for, and provide valuable assistance during their entire shopping process. Different from physical stores where salespeople could have a face-to-face conversation with customers, online stores in e-commerce heavily rely on textual product descriptions to provide crucial product information and, eventually, convince customers to buy the recommended products. However, until now, most of the product descriptions in the online shopping platforms are still created manually, which is tedious, time-consuming, and less effective. On the one hand, textual descriptions should contain relevant knowledge and accurate product information to help customers make an informed decision. On the other hand, such descriptions should be personalized, based on customers' preferences, and promote their interests. In this paper, we focus on automating the product description generation for online product recommendation. Specifically, the system can intelligently generate an accurate and attractive description for a specific product based on the product information and user preferences.
Recently, there has been increasing attention on automatic product description generation. Most existing methods are based on templates and traditional statistical frameworks [17, 39] . Although applicable, these methods have some inherent drawbacks that they are limited in several respects. They place a restriction on the phrasal expression and discourse structure, and they cannot generate personalized and informative descriptions. Moreover, they do Figure 1 : A motivating example of knowledge-based personalized product description generation. (a) A user clicks on a product, which is a Chinese-style resin lamp. The user focuses on the "function" product aspect and belongs to the "housewife" category. (b) The goal of KOBE is to generate a product description, given 1) the product title, 2) the desired product aspect and user category and 3) the relevant knowledge retrieved from an external knowledge base. (c) The first and second box displays the descriptions generated by our model and the baseline respectively. In this example, KOBE focus on the specified "function" product aspect and considers the user category "housewife". It also incorporates the knowledge "resin is transparent". In the meanwhile, the result produced by the baseline describes the product's appearance and style, which is less in this user's interest and might be more appropriate for younger user groups instead. The baseline result doesn't reflect external knowledge either.
not take any information about users or external knowledge into consideration.
Owing to the success of neural networks in natural language processing, we propose to apply neural methods and sequence-tosequence (Seq2Seq) learning [35] to product description generation. The Seq2Seq model has achieved tremendous success in natural language generation, including neural machine translation [2, 35, 40] and abstractive summarization [27, 30] . Furthermore, as mentioned above, product descriptions should be personalized and informative. We therefore propose a KnOwledge Based pErsonalized (or KOBE) product description generation model for online recommendation. We extend the effective encoder-decoder framework, the self-attentive Transformer, to product description generation. Besides, two main components of KOBE, Attribute Fusion and Knowledge Incorporation, effectively introduce the product attributes and incorporate the relevant external knowledge. Figure 1 shows an example of knowledge-based personalized product description generation. We also showcase how KOBE is deployed in the section Guess You Like, the front page of Mobile Taobao.
To provide a large dataset for the automatic product description generation, we construct and make publicly available a new dataset of large volume, collected from Taobao. The dataset contains 2,129,187 pairs of product basic information and descriptions created by shop owners from November 2013 to December 2018. Each instance in the dataset is labeled with attributes. For example, the user category attribute specifies the category of interest for potential readers. We also retrieve the relevant knowledge about the products from a large-scale knowledge base in Chinese, CN-DBpedia [41] . Models trained on the dataset are able to learn how to generate descriptions based on titles, attributes and relevant knowledge.
Our contributions are illustrated below:
• We propose to extend neural methods and sequence-tosequence learning to product description generation, and we implement our model based on the self-attentive Transformer framework. • To achieve effects in recommendation, we focus on the generation of personalized and informative product descriptions and propose a novel model KOBE that uses product attributes and external knowledge to improve the quality of generation. • We construct a new dataset of large volume, TaoDescribe, for product description generation. The dataset contains basic information of products and the corresponding descriptions. The data are collected from the real-world data in Taobao and we contribute this dataset to the community to nourish further development (refer to the Appendix). • The evaluation and the analyses in the experiments demonstrate that our method outperforms the baseline model, and it is able to generate personalized and informative product descriptions.
Organization The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 formulates the knowledge-based personalized product description generation problem. Section 3 introduces the proposed KOBE framework in detail. In Section 4, we conduct extensive experiments and case studies. Finally, Section 5 summarizes related work and Section 6 concludes this work.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we formulate the problem of automatic product description generation. The objective of the task is to build a system that can generate product description automatically based on the input text. In the basic version of the problem, we take the product title as the input. Given the product title represented as an input sequence of words x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) ∈ X, the objective of the system is to generate the description y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y m ) ∈ Y, a sequence of words describing the product. Our ultimate goal is to obtain a personalized and informative description, so we introduce attributes and knowledge and further provide an improved definition.
Definition 2.1. Attribute Each product title is annotated with multiple attribute values. There are l attribute sets A 1 , . . . , A l . For each attribute type, each product has its attribute value a i ∈ A i . To generalize, it can be presented as a = (a 1 , . . . , a l ) ∈ A 1 × · · · × A l . In our context, we have two attribute sets, where A 1 represents the aspects of the products, such as quality and appearance, and A 2 represents the user categories, which reflect the features of interested users. |A 1 | and |A 2 | represents the number of aspects and the number of user categories.
Definition 2.2. Knowledge
We consider knowledge as an extensive collection of raw text entries W (e.g., Wikipedia, CN-DBpedia) indexed by named entities in V. Each entry consists of a named entity v ∈ V as the key and knowledge w ∈ W as the value, which is a sequence of words w = (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w u ).
Target problem: Given the above definitions, our problem can be formally defined as generating a personalized and informative product description y, based on the product title x, the attributes a as well as the related knowledge w.
KOBE: PROPOSED MODEL FRAMEWORK
In this section, we first review our basic framework Transformer [37] . We then propose a novel model called KOBE. Besides the Transformer framework, KOBE consists of two other modules: Attribute Fusion and Knowledge Incorporation. Attribute Fusion is responsible for integrating the attributes, including product aspects and corresponding user categories, with the title representation; and Knowledge Incorporation is responsible for incorporating the relevant knowledge retrieved from the knowledge base. These two modules respectively contribute to the generation of personalized and informative product description. As shown in Figure 2 , our proposed neural network model consists of a product title and attribute encoder, a knowledge encoder, a bi-attention layer, a description decoder, and an output layer. In the following, we first introduce the basic framework of our model, namely Transformer, and then explain how we realize the personalization through the integration of attributes and how we improve the informativeness of the generation through the incorporation of knowledge in KOBE. Figure 2 : KOBE model architecture. We use six-layer transformer encoders for encoding the title x and the knowledge w. The resulting representations h and u are then combined through bi-attention. We use a two-layer transformer decoder for decoding.
An Encoder-decoder Framework
Transformer is based on vanilla feed-forward neural networks and attention mechanism [37] . In our implementations, the Transformer has demonstrated improved performances over the conventional frameworks, such as the RNN-based Seq2Seq. Thus we focus on the details of Transformer in the following description.
Encoder Generally, the encoder takes in the input text, and encodes it to a series of hidden representations. Specifically, the Transformer encoder takes in a sequence of words x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ), and sends it through an embedding layer to obtain the word embedding representations e = (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ). Besides the embedding layer, positional encoding is applied in order to represent positional information. We follow Vaswani et al. [37] to use sinusoidal positional encoding. Then the word representations are transformed by the encoding layers to deep contextualized representations h = (h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h n ).
On top of the embedding layer, the encoder is stacked with 6 identical layers, following Vaswani et al. [37] . Take the first layer as an example. Inside the layer, the input representations are first transformed by multi-head self-attention. The attention score computation generates a distribution over the values V with the queries Q and keys K, and the mechanism obtains an expectation of V following the distribution. The computation can be described below:
where C refers to the output of attention, α refers to the attention distribution, and f refers to the function for attention scores. As for self-attention, we first introduce the implementation of the uni-head attention and then the multi-head version. For the uni-head self-attention, the queries Q, keys K and values V are the linear transformation of the input context e. To be specific, Q = W Q e, K = W K e and V = W V e, where W Q , W K and W V are weights. The representation of uni-head attention C sel f can be presented as below:
where d k refers to the size of each input representation e. Instead of using uni-head attention, our baseline model is equipped with multi-head attention, where we concatenate the attention representation of each head C
where c is the number of heads. Specifically, for each head, we use the same computation for uni-head attention to generate the attention representation of the i-th head C (i) sel f . In the next step, the output representations are sent into the Point-Wise Feed-Forward Neural Network (FFN), whose computation can be described in the following:
where z refers to the input of FFN.
Decoder Similar to the encoder, the decoder is stacked with 2 decoding layers containing multi-head self-attention and FFN. Furthermore, the decoder of Transformer performs attention on the source-side context, which is the final representation of the encoder h. Here, the attention is named "context attention" for the distinction from "self-attention". Context attention is still the aforementioned multi-head attention. The query Q is the linear transformation of the decoder state, and the keys K and values V and the linear transformation of the source-side context.
Training The training of Transformer is based on the idea of maximum likelihood estimation. The objective is to generate a sequence to approximate the target based on the input sequence. Formally, we have:
where x refers to the source sequence, y refers to the target sequence, and t refers to the decoding time step.
To put into a nutshell, our proposed model is based on the selfattentive Transformer, which essentially is an encoder-decoder framework. We utilize the advantage of self-attention in our task to generate product descriptions. In Section 3.2 and 3.3, we will describe how our proposed method enables personalization and informativeness for product description generation.
Attribute Fusion
One limitation of the baseline encoder-decoder framework is that it often gives general and vague descriptions which are often boring and useless. In addition, it does not consider the preferences of the users and usually "speak" in a monotonous flavor. To alleviate these problems, we not only consider product titles and descriptions but also intake "flavored" specific attributes, such as aspects and user categories. We hope to generate different "flavored" descriptions targeting at different groups of people, for example, formal style for office people, fashion styles for adolescents, and so forth. Following Ficler and Goldberg [7] , Sennrich et al. [31] , we obtain these attributes from two sources: (1) the description using a heuristic and (2) user feedback associated with the description. Aspects A product description may contain information about different aspects of the product. Through a preliminary study on the large dataset (Cf. Section 4 for the detail of the dataset), we found that a successful description usually has a "focus" on one aspect of the product. For example, for a lamp, the focused aspect might be "appearance" with words like "beautiful" and "delicate" describing its external features. Based on our statistics of the dataset, we empirically select |A 1 | aspects, e.g., "appearance", "function". Due to the massive scale of our data set, precisely labeling the aspect of each description in the dataset is not possible. We thus extract the aspect from the description using a heuristic method based on semantic similarity. Each description y ∈ Y is labeled with an aspect a 1 , based on the semantic similarity between the description and the aspects. Details about the choice of the aspects and labeling methods are introduced in the additional pages (Cf. Appendix A).
User Categories Besides the different aspects of each description, we also try to discover the group of users who would be interested in a description. This is important to further design personalized description for target users. In our e-commerce setting, each user is labeled with "interest tags", which derive from his/her basic information, e.g., browsing history and shopping records. In our context, we consider the user's most important tag as his/her category and each user is assigned to one of the |A 2 | categories.
In the ideal conditions, we have users' implicit feedback (click, dwell time) data for each description y in the dataset. Each description can then be assigned to a user category, according to the major group of users that have clicked or stayed long enough on this description. Note that soft assignment to user categories is also feasible in our framework. We find that hard assignment is simple and effective enough and thus we use hard assignment in our experiments and online systems.
We find that user feedbacks on the product descriptions in our dataset are very sparse. This results in a lot of noise in the assigned user categories. To overcome this problem, we collect another set of texts Z in our e-commerce context. These texts are similar to product descriptions but have much more user feedback. Then we train a CNN-based [14] multi-class classifier on Z which takes the text as input and predicts the user category it belongs to. After that, we use the trained classifier M to label Y and obtain a user category attribute a 2 for each y ∈ Y. The collection of "interest tags", the dataset Z, the architecture of the classifier and training procedure will be described with details in the additional pages (Cf. Appendix A).
Attribute Fusion Model
In a conditioned encoder-decoder framework similar to [7, 36] , we add an additional conditioning context, which is attribute a in our case. Then Equation 5 is changed to:
There are several ideas to condition the model on a context [18, 24, 31] . However, most of them are initially designed for LSTMs. For Transformer, we experimented with all these methods (Cf. Section 4). Our results show that it achieves the best performance by simply adding the attribute embedding to the title embeddings. Specifically, we first embed the aspect attribute a 1 and user category attribute a 2 to obtain the attribute representation e a 1 and e a 2 . We average the embedding of the two attributes to obtain a single representation e at t r . Then, given the product title embeddings e = (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ), we add the attribute embedding to the title word embedding e i at each timestamp i. The fused representation is illustrated in Figure 3 . A similar idea has also been used in BERT [6] .
In Section 4, we will demonstrate that both the models with the aspects and user categories work effectively. In addition, the attribute fusion model is straightforward to generalize to other kinds of attributes.
Knowledge Incorporation
The basic product information is still far from enough for generating an interesting and informative product description, for the reason that in the real-world context, humans generate descriptions not only based on the product information, but also their commonsense knowledge in mind about the product. For example, when generating the description for a resin lamp, one may use his/her knowledge, such as the features of resin, to compose an informative description. Inspired by this, we propose that the generation should make a good combination of the basic information and the relevant external knowledge. We thus consider grounding the basic information of the specified products with the associated knowledge [10] , following the procedure where people utilize their knowledge to describe the product.
To be more specific, we first retrieve the relevant knowledge with the product information from the knowledge base and then encode the knowledge, which is separated from the encoding of the product title. Before entering the phase of decoding, both encoded representations are integrated with our proposed techniques. Thus the decoding can be based on both the basic information and the relevant knowledge. We discuss our proposed method for knowledge incorporation, including knowledge retrieval, knowledge encoding as well as the combination, in the following.
Knowledge Retrieval Knowledge Retrieval is responsible for retrieving relevant knowledge for a product from the knowledge base W. Specifically, we obtain the relevant knowledge for our input products from CN-DBpedia [41] , which is a large-scale structural knowledge graph in Chinese. The dataset that we construct is in Chinese to be introduced in detail in Section 4.1, and CN-DBpedia perfectly matches the requirements of our purpose. As we assume that the relevant knowledge of each word in the product title should be relevant to the product itself, the words in the product title x are the search items for the relevant knowledge. Formally, given a product title x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ), we match each word x i to a named entity v i ∈ V, which should be a vertex in the knowledge graph. Then we retrieve the corresponding knowledge w i from W based on the named entity v i . Furthermore, as there are multiple knowledge concepts describing v i in the knowledge base, we randomly sample 5 candidates as its matched knowledge for each product. We then concatenate the knowledge according to their original order (i.e., the order in which their corresponding named entity appears in the product title), separated by a special token <SEP>.
Knowledge Encoding and Combination
The retrieved knowledge and the basic information are somehow different, describing different aspects of the product. A proper mechanism should be designed to combine the two pieces of information. We set a Knowledge Encoder, which is a self-attentive Transformer encoder. It is responsible for encoding the retrieved knowledge to a high-level representation u. The obtained representation u is similar to the encoded representation h of the product title x. We then apply the BiDAF (bidirectional attention flow [32] ) to combine the two kinds of representations.
More specifically, we compute attentions in two directions: titleto-knowledge attention and knowledge-to-title attention. Both of these attentions are derived from a shared similarity matrix, S ∈ R n×u , between the contextualized representations h ∈ R n×d of the title x and u ∈ R u×d of the knowledge w. S i j indicates the similarity between the i-th title word and the j-th knowledge word. The similarity matrix is computed as:
where α represents the function that encodes the similarity between the two input vectors. We choose α(h, u) = w ⊤ S [h; u; h • u], where w S ∈ R 3d is a trainable weight vector (d is the dimension of contextualized representation) , • is element-wise multiplication, [; ] is vector concatenation across row, and implicit multiplication is matrix multiplication. Now we use S to obtain the attentions and the attended vectors in both directions.
Title-to-knowledge attention signifies which knowledge words are most relevant to each title word. Let a i ∈ R u represent the attention weights on the knowledge words by the i-th title word, j a i j = 1 for all i. The attention weight is computed by a i = softmax (S i: ), and subsequently each attended knowledge vector is u i = k a ik u k . Henceũ ∈ R n×d contains the attended knowledge vectors for the entire title.
Knowledge-to-title attention signifies which title words have the closest similarity to one of the knowledge words. We obtain the attention weights on the title words by b = softmax (max(S i: )). Then the attended title vector ish = k b k h k . This vector indicates the weighted sum of the most important words in the title with respect to the knowledge.h is tiled n times across the column, thus givingh ∈ R n×d . Similar to [32] , we use a simple concatenation [h;ũ; h •ũ; h •h] ∈ R 4d×T to get the final combined representation.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed model. We first introduce the dataset, the compared baseline models and the evaluation metrics. We also demonstrate the experimental results in a series of evaluations and perform further analyses on the effectiveness of our approach in generating both personalized and informative descriptions. Details about the experiment setup and implementation will be described in the additional pages (Cf. Appendix A).
Dataset
In order to further the study of product description generation, considering that there is a lack of large-scale dataset for this task, we constructed a new dataset TaoDescribe, containing the basic information of the products, including the title, the aspect and the user category, as well as the product description. The data are collected from Taobao, a large-scale website for e-commerce in China.
The product information and the description are composed by the sellers and content producers on the website from November 2013 to December 2018. Each data instance is automatically annotated with its aspect and user category using the methods introduced in Section 3.2. Each data instance is also matched with knowledge retrieved from the knowledge base CN-DBpedia. This enables product description generation to make use of such information for personalization and knowledge incorporation. Overall, the dataset contains 2,129,187 (x, y, a, w) instances after preprocessing. More details about the dataset will be described in the additional pages (Cf. Appendix A).
Systems for Comparison
In this section, we introduce the baseline and choices for our model components.
Attribute Fusion
We first investigate common choices of conditioning a sequence-to-sequence model on input attributes.
• Baseline Our baseline is a Transformer, with the product title as its source sequence and the description as its target sequence, without considering attributes or incorporating knowledge. • Attr-D (Dedicated) Before moving on to conditioned models, we train a dedicated model on each subset of the data following Ficler and Goldberg [7] . For example, for three aspects "appearance", "texture" and "function", we split the dataset into three subsets and train an unconditional model on each subset. We test them on the corresponding portions of the test set and average the scores of all testing instances. However, this method does not scale to multiple attributes or attributes with more possible values (e.g., user category) because there will be too many models to be trained and the dataset for each model will be tiny. Therefore, We train dedicated models for the aspects only. • Attr-S (Source token) Following Sennrich et al. [31] , we can add attributes as special tokens to the source text (i.e., product title). In our experiments, we add one of <A-1>, <A-2>, ..., <A-|A 1 |> to represent the aspect and one of <U-1>, <U-2>, ... , <U-|A 2 |> to represent the user category. • Attr-T (start of Target sequence) Another technique to attribute fusion is to use an attribute-specific start token for the target sequence [24] , instead of a shared token. For multiple attributes, we first embed each attribute value and then feed the averaged embedding as the start of sequence token embedding following Lample et al. [16] . • Attr-A (Add) We simply add the attribute embeddings to the title embeddings at each timestep as introduced in Section 3.2. For multiple attributes, we embed them separately and average the attribute embeddings before adding to the title embeddings.
We conducted three experiments with each Attribute Fusion model: 1) only adding aspects, 2) only adding user categories, 3) adding both attributes. They are denoted as Attr-S (Aspect), Attr-S (User), Attr-S (Both).
Knowledge Incorporation
We then compare the effect of incorporating knowledge using bi-attention. 
Evaluation Metrics
We evaluate our model on generation quality, diversity and attribute capturing ability.
BLEU We first verify that the introduction of the attributes indeed helps in achieving better results in terms of the BLEU score as a sanity check [28] . We compare the test BLEU score of our conditioned model to the unconditioned baseline trained on the same data.
Lexical Diversity A common problem in automatic text generation is that the system tends to generate safe answers without enough diversity [19, 20] . Thus we also evaluate the lexical diversity to observe whether our model is able to generate diversified texts. This is also a reflection of informativeness as human-generated texts are usually full of diversified contents. A low diversity score often means generated contents are general and vague, while higher diversity means the generated contents are more informative and interesting. We calculate the number of distinct n-grams produced on the test set as the measurement of the diversity of generated descriptions.
Attribute Capturing However, BLEU and lexical diversity are not sufficient for measuring how well the generated results correlate to the specified attributes. In particular, we are interested in evaluating how difficult it is to recover the input attributes from the descriptions generated by a model. For aspects, it is straightforward to run the automatic tagging procedure on our generated descriptions; for user categories, we use the pretrained classifier to predict the user category of each generated description. For attribute k, the attribute capturing score is computed as the prediction accuracy: 1
where M : Y → A 2 denotes the user category classifier and 1 M (ŷ)=M (y) is the indicator function with value as 1 when M(ŷ) = M(y) and 0 otherwise.
Result Analysis
In this section, we conduct an analysis of our proposed model to evaluate the contribution of attributes and knowledge. We focus on a few issues illustrated below.
Does Attribute Fusion improve generation quality? Table 1 shows the BLEU scores of the models. As shown in Table 1 , Attribute Fusion brings an improvement in BLEU score. Attr-A (Both) outperforms the baseline with an advantage of +0.7 BLEU (relatively 9.7%). This gain in BLEU score is notable, considering the attributes are categorical and contain little information highly relevant to the product. 3 Do Attribute Fusion and Knowledge Incorporation improve generation diversity? Table 3 and Table 4 show the diversity scores of the models, including the ones conditioned on attributes and knowledge. Both aspect and user category improve the diversity significantly by 46.8%. Incorporating knowledge improves the diversity score by 56.4%. The improvement in diversity demonstrates that the descriptions generated by our model contain more content than those of the baseline.
Does our model capture characteristics of different attributes? Table 5 shows that the accuracy of the attribute classifier, whose computation of the accuracy is described in Equation 8 . The low accuracy for the baseline indicates that it is highly possible that the description of the baseline does not match the interested user group. On the contrary, KOBE generates descriptions that better reflect the intended attributes. KOBE obtains a 13.4% absolute gain in the accuracy for the attribute "user category", and a 12.4% gain in the accuracy for the attribute "aspect". This means that our model targets the intended user groups more accurately and it is more focused on a specific aspect.
Ablation Study In Table 6 , we report the results of an ablation study of KOBE. This ablation study is helpful for understanding the impacts of different components on the overall performance. The components are 1) knowledge, referring to Knowledge Incorporation; 2) user category, referring to the fusion of user category; 3) aspect, referring to the fusion of aspect. We remove one component successively from KOBE until all are removed. Removing knowledge increases the BLEU score from 7.6 to 8.2 but decreases the diversity from 15.1 to 11.1. The external knowledge that is not highly relevant to the product can harm the model's performance in BLEU. Yet it can significantly bring more contents and thus increase the diversity. Removing user category decreases BLEU sharply from 8.2 to 7.6, and still significantly decreases the diversity from 11.1 to 9.6. Removing aspect still causes a decrease in BLEU, from 7.6 to 7.2, and a decrease in diversity, from 9.6 to 7.8. These results demonstrate that the attributes do not negatively affect the model's performance in BLEU but make an important contribution to the diversity. In brief, the three components jointly bring a significant improvement to the informativeness of KOBE's generation without sacrificing the performance in BLEU.
Human Evaluation
We conduct a human evaluation on a randomly sampled subset of the test set. Each instance contains an input product title, a description generated by the baseline and a description generated by KOBE. The selected instances are distributed to human annotators with no prior knowledge about the systems of the descriptions. Following Li et al. [20] , we require Applied Data Science Track Paper KDD '19, August 4-8, 2019, Anchorage, AK, USA them to independently score the descriptions by three criteria, fluency, diversity and overall quality. The score of fluency reflects how fluent the description is. The score of diversity reflects how diversified the description is and whether it contains much competitive content. The score of overall quality reflects whether the description is reasonable, or to say, whether it is consistent with world knowledge. The score range is from 1 to 5. The higher the score is, the more consistent with the criterion the description is. The results are shown in Table 7 . Consistent with the results of the automatic evaluation of diversity, KOBE outperforms the baseline by +0.06 in terms of diversity in human evaluation. However, the improvement in diversity does not sacrifice fluency. Instead, KOBE significantly outperforms the baseline by +0.17 in terms of fluency.
As to the overall quality, KOBE still demonstrates a clear advantage over the baseline by +0. 13 , showing that our model is able to generate more reasonable descriptions with the introduction of external knowledge.
Case Studies
In this section, we perform case studies to observe how our proposed methods influence the generation so that the model can generate different contents based on different conditions. Table 8 presents the generated examples by the models with different aspects. We compare the description generated by models conditioned on two aspects, "aspect" and "function". The product description in the left column contains the content about the appearance of the product, such as the description of the pattern of lotus, but the product description in the right column focuses more on the functions with some expressions about its functional features, such as "transparency", "light", etc.
We also observe that it can also generate different descriptions based on different user categories. It has the potential to generate texts of multiple styles. In Table 9 , it can be found that the two user categories, representing two extremely different styles, can make a difference in the generation. With the category "housewife", the generated description focuses on the quality and safety of the product. But with the category "geek", it describes the same desk as a "computer" desk and focuses more on its functional features.
RELATED WORK
Neural networks have been widely used for automatic text generation. In this section, we briefly review related literature.
Text generation A basic model for text generation is the attentionbased Seq2Seq model [2, 22, 35] . The attention-based Seq2Seq model has demonstrated to be effective in a number of tasks of text generation, including neural machine translation [2, 35, 40] , abstractive text summarization [4, 27, 30] , dialogue generation [3, 33, 38] , etc. Generally speaking, the Seq2Seq model has become one of the most common frameworks for text generation.
While most of the Seq2Seq models are based on RNN, recently researchers have proposed frameworks based on CNN [8] and attention mechanism [37] . The Transformer has achieved state-ofthe-art results in neural machine translation and rapidly become a popular framework for sequence-to-sequence learning due to its outstanding performance and high efficiency. [6] proposed BERT, a pretrained language model based on the Transformer, has achieved the state-of-the-art performances on 11 natural language processing tasks. Following the studies, we implement our methods upon the Transformer framework.
Product description generation As for product description generation, previous studies focused on statistical frameworks such as [39] , which incorporates statistical methods with the template for the generation of product descriptions. Gerani et al. [9] also generates summarization of product reviews by applying a templatebased NLG framework. Such methods are limited by the handcrafted templates. To alleviate the limitation, researchers adopted deep learning models and introduce diverse conditions to the generation model. Lipton et al. [21] proposed a method to generate reviews based on the conditions of semantic information and sentiment with a language model, and Tang et al. [36] conditioned their generation on discrete and continuous information. Related literature can be also found in [1, 7, 11, 12, 18] . To the best of our knowledge, our research takes the first attempt to use neural methods and sequence-to-sequence learning for product description generation by considering personalization and informativeness.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study an interesting problem on how to automatically generate personalized product descriptions in an e-commerce platform. We propose a novel model based on the Transformer framework which incorporates multiple types of information efficiently, including product aspects, user categories, as well as the knowledge base. Our extensive experiments show that our method outperforms the baseline models through a series of evaluations, Table 8 : Each pair of descriptions is generated by varying the aspect attribute while fixing the product title as input.
Varying product aspects "appearance" "function"
The Chinese-style lamp is made of superior resin. It is healthy, environmentally-friendly. The hand-carved pattern of lotus is lifelike and full of Chinese-style elements.
The Chinese-style lamp is made of superior resin. It is healthy, environmentally-friendly, durable. It is also with good transparency and its light is soft, which is suitable for many situations. Table 9 : Each pair of descriptions is generated by varying the user category attribute while fixing the product title as input.
Varying user categories "housewife" "geek"
The Euro-style children's desk is made of superior wood, which is hard, solid and durable. It is covered with environmentally friendly oil paint, which is healthy and safe.
The Euro-style wooden computer desk is made of superior rubberwood, which is hard. It has a clear texture and solid structure and it is covered with environmentally friendly oil paint, which is healthy and safe. It has a multifunctional design for storage, which can meet your requirements for gathering.
including automatic evaluation and human evaluation. We have successfully deployed the proposed framework onto Taobao, one of the world's largest online e-commerce platforms. A large volume dataset for product description generation, namely TaoDescribe, has been generated and annotated, which can be used as a benchmark dataset for future research in this field.
A APPENDIX A.1 Details on the Experimental Setup and Hyperparameters
Hyper-parameter Configurations We use a six-layer Transformer Encoder for both the title encoder and the knowledge encoder and a two-layer Transformer Decoder for the description decoder. All input embedding dimensions and hidden sizes are set to d model = 512. Following [37] , we empirically set the size of the Transformer FFN inner representation size (d f f = 2048) to four times of the embedding size (d model = 512). We use ReLU [26] as the activation function for all models. During training, the batch size is set to 64. We use Adam optimizer [15] with the setting β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.998 and ϵ = 1 × 10 −9 . The learning rate is set to 1 × 10 −4 . Gradient clipping is applied with range [−1, 1]. We also applied a dropout rate of 0.1 as regularization. At the inference stage, we use beam search with a beam size of 10.
Hardware Configuration
The experiments are conducted on a Linux server equipped with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Platinum 8163 CPU @ 2.50GHz, 512GB RAM and 8 NVIDIA V100-SXM2-16GB GPUs. Our full set of experiments took about 3 days with this multi-GPU setting. We expect that a consumer-grade single-GPU machine (e.g., with a Titan X GPU) could complete our main experiments, including KOBE and the baseline, in 4 days.
Software All models are implemented in PyTorch [29] version 0.4.1 and Python 3.6.
A.2 Additional Details on the Dataset
In this section, we provide some additional, relevant dataset details. Our code and the TaoDescribe dataset are available at https:// github.com/THUDM/KOBE.
Data Preprocessing
We observe that the samples are noisier if the product title or the product description is too long. For this reason, we discarded pairs with a title longer than 100 tokens or with a Aspects Selection and Annotation Based on the statistics of the dataset and empirical support by domain experts, we set the number of product aspects |A 1 | to three. We introduce the heuristic method used to extract the aspects from the description in detail and demonstrate its effectiveness as follows.
(1) We extract all the descriptions for the products in the dataset and run word2vec [25] on the description sentences to obtain the embedding for each word in the description vocabulary. (2) For each adjective in the description vocabulary, 4 we compute the cosine distance between its embedding and the embedding of each of the |A 1 | aspect words respectively and obtain similarity scores s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s | A 1 | . (3) We discard the adjective if max s 1 , s 2 , . . . , 5 which means the adjective cannot be categorized to any aspect. Each remaining adjective in the description vocabulary is then assigned to the aspect with the highest similarity score. (4) We then automatically annotate each description y ∈ Y in the dataset with an aspect a 1 , based on the semantic distance between the description and the set of adjectives belonging to the aspect. We give examples and the number of obtained adjectives for the three aspects in Table 10 . Furthermore, we visualize the word embeddings of adjectives in the three aspects in Figure 4 . 6 As shown in the figure, adjectives belonging to different aspects are mostly well separated. This means different aspects can be distinguished in the semantic space and further supports our selection of the three aspects.
User Categories Collection In our platform, there are 41 predefined "interest tags" based on expert knowledge and statistics of user behaviors. These interest tags are mapped to "product categories". Each user is then soft assigned to these tags, based on his/her browsing, favoring and purchasing history on different Figure 4 : Word embeddings of adjectives in the three aspects projected onto a 2D plane by t-SNE [23] . Each color represents an aspect and each point represents an adjective in the description vocabulary. product categories. Each description can then be assigned to a user category, according to the major group of users that have clicked or stayed long enough on this description. Ideally, the number of user categories should be the same as the number of interest tags.
In practice, we find that user categories with a low appearing frequency can cause some noise during training, for there are too few corresponding descriptions. To solve this problem, we replace user categories appearing less than 5 times with the <UNK> token. Finally, the number of obtained user categories |A 2 | is 24. Table 11 lists examples of user categories and their frequency in Z.
User Categories Annotation
To overcome the problem that user feedbacks on Y are very sparse, we collect another dataset Z and train a user category classifier on Z to annotate Y. In addition to Y which only contains single product descriptions, we make Z to incorporate descriptions of products and user feedbacks. We then discard descriptions with the number of user feedbacks (clicks) less than 100 and obtain 143,154 descriptions and their corresponding user categories. We find that this increase in data size significantly increases the generalization ability of the trained classifier, despite the slight difference between Z and Y.
Now we introduce the architecture and training procedure of the user category classifier M. Due to the massive scale of our dataset, the classifier used to annotate the user category for the descriptions should be both effective and efficient. We applied fastText [13] as the text classifier but soon find that it is prone to overfitting. The performance heavily relies on carefully setting the number of training epochs to stop early. For this reason, we adopt convolutional neural networks (CNN) for sentence classification [14] as the user category classifier M. We clarify the architecture and configuration of M as follows.
Given the input sentence z = (z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z n ), we first embed each word into d dimensions and obtain e = (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ), e ∈ R h×d . Then, a feature c i is generated by applying a filter w ∈ R h×d on a window of h words e i:i+h−1 . A feature map c = [c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n−h+1 ] is then obtained by applying the filter w to each possible window of words in the sentence {e 1:h , e 2:h+1 , . . . , e n−h+1:n }. The featureĉ corresponding to this particular filter is finally obtained by a max-pooling operation over the feature mapĉ = max{c}. Finally, features computed by convolutional filters are projected to the user category space through a fully connected layer. The model is then trained by maximizing the likelihood P(a|z; θ M ) of the correct user category a, where θ M denotes the parameters of the classifier M.
For the classifier, we use word embedding size d = 100 and apply three types of filters with window sizes 3, 4 and 5, each with 100 filters. During training, the batch size is set to 64. We apply the cross entropy loss and an Adam optimizer with the default setting β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999 and ϵ = 1 × 10 −8 . The learning rate is set to 1 × 10 −3 . We also applied a dropout rate of 0.5 to prevent overfitting. The testing classification accuracy for 24 user categories on Z is 81.0%. Finally, the classifier M trained on Z is used to annotate the user category for each description y ∈ Y. We also provide Z along with the dataset for full reproducibility.
